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Ace  0 U N T,  &c. 
The interest with which the  public at all times appear 
to  have regarded the  progress of 1Erostntion, and  espe-
cially the very flattering conoern  ~vhich they have deigned 
so  unequivocally  to  express  for  the  Successful  issue  of 
our  late  undertaking, have  concurred in  ind ucing  me  to 
abandon the usun! p,ath of communioation hitherto adopted 
upon such occasions, and confirm  me  in  the  opinion  that 
some  account, more  accurate and detailed  than is  gene-
rally to  be  found  in  the  columns  of the  public  press 
might  not prove  unacceptable  to  those  for  whose  sym-
pathy and consideration we  can  neVel'  acknowledge  our-
selves sufficiently grateful.  In this belief,  which  I  hope 
may  not  be  deemed fallacious,  I  have  seized the first 
vacant moment since  our  descent to  embody in the pre-
sent form all  those incidents  and observations to  which  a 
voyage  so  singular  is  sO  amply  calculated  to  give  rise. 
It is true that many  of these have  already  reached  the 
public ear through the medium of the public press, while 
at tile same -time  no  doubt much  of  the  interest  which 6 
owes  its origin  to  the uncertainty and supposed  peril of 
such  exploits must have  already  subsided in the know-
ledge  of the result,  and  of  the leading features,  which 
our duty to the public made it imperative upon us  imme-
diately to divulge.  It is not, however, in the mere issue, 
snccessful or unsuccessful, that the chief merit or impor-
tunce  of such an enterprise can alone be said to  consist. 
Designed with  a view  to special  ends,  and  undertaken 
for the sole purp'ose' of ascertaining and establishing the 
eflicaoy of certain ifuprovements in the art, from  which 
most beneficial results were, und I  am  now  happy, to  add 
are,  most  likely to  accrue, it becomes  na less  an  obli-
gation to ourselves  than to the world in: general, to make 
them partakers in the knowledg'e of whatever interesting 
01'  imparbplt circumstances  either accompanied the pro, 
gress  of our  expedition,  or 'may  justly be  expected to 
attend tile adoption  of those imp'tov.ements, the merits of 
which  it was  our sole  object in the presenl1 ihstarlce  to 
confirm: 
From the time of the  first  discovery  of the ,properties 
and power of the balloon,"  up to a Idte period, (already " 
•  It mliy  liot  be  uninteresting  to  tllOse  concerned  in  th. 
annals  of ",rostation,  tb  mention  that ti,e  ividow of the cele,-
brated Montgolfier, the  first  inventor of the balloon,  to  wbich 
his name  continues  to  be  attached, is  at  this  pl'esellt moment 
Jiving in  Paris;  and,  though iri  her eighty-second year, in  the 
porfect  onjoyiuont  of  an her' faculties,  ardent in'  the  advance. 
I 
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lapse of more than balf a century), a variety of obstacles 
apparently insurmomitable continned to obstruot the pro-
gress,  and  paralyze  the  efforts  of  all  wbo  sought  to 
render it obedient to the sway of human  will,  and  sub-
servient to  tbe  purposes  of  human  life.Tbe chief of 
these  impediments  consisted In  the uncertainty and  ex-
pense attending the process of inflation from the employ-
Dient  of hydrogen  gas;  the  dangers  oonsidered  insepa-
rabie from the"  practice of the art; the diffioulties wllioh 
hitherto have bamed  all  attempts to  give  a  direotion  to 
the ungovernable  mass,  and  tbe impossibility  wbich  all 
previous ",ronauts have  experienced  of <remaining  in the 
nira sufficient time to ensure the attainment ofa sufficient 
distance.' 
To remove these obstacles and  reduce the rorial vehicle 
to  a  more  certain  issue, a  vast  extent  of hctual  expe-
rience, united to  an intell<ectcapablcof turning it to  a 
proper aocoant was absolutely required';  and it would  be 
an act of much  injustice were  I  not to declare, that it is 
to the  combination  of  both  tbese jt).  the  person  of j)fr. 
Charles Green, that we are indebted for the entireresQlts 
mont of the art,  and  hospitable  in  the reception  of tllOse  who 
cultivate  it.  I had the  pleasure  of dining  at her  table, ,since 
O,ur  arrival,  and  of hearing from  her  OIVIl  lips  many of th9se 
curious  anecdotes  illustrative  of its origin and  progress,  which, 
indeed, appear at all times to have accompanied the fitst dawn-
ing of great and important discoveries. 8 
of all that is  beneficial in the practice,  or  novel  in  the 
theory  of  this,  the  most  delightful  and sublime  of all 
sublunary enjoyments. 
It was to him, and to his discovery  of the applicability 
of coal gas to the purposes of inflation,  that We  owe  the 
removal  of  the  tirst of  those  impediments  in  practice, 
which  till  then  had  continned  to  weigh  down  with  a 
leaden  hand  the  efforts  of  the  most  indefatigable  and 
expert, and had, in fact, bid fair to  quench  the incipient 
science in its very onset. 
.  Up  to  the  period  of  that  discovery,  the  process  of 
inOation was  one,  the  expense of which  was  only  to  be 
equalled  by its  uncertainty:  two,  and  sometimes  even 
three  days  of watchful  anxiety  have  been  expended in 
the vain endeavours to procure a sufficienoy  of  hydrogen 
to  fill  a  balloon, from  which, on  account. of its  peculiar 
affinities,  it continued to escape almost  as  fast  as. it was 
generated; during all  which  time the various  casualties 
of wind and  weather,  the inevitable  imperfeotions  of a 
vast and cumbrous apparatus, and above all the enormous 
expense attending  this  opel'ation  were  to  he  incurred 
and  endured, for  the  sole  purpose,  and  with  the  sole 
object of remaining for  a few  hours helplessly  suspended 
in· tl,e  air.  Undel'  such  disadvantages  all  pt'ospect  of 
advancement in the art had speedily disappeared;  and it 
,vas only  by tl,e timely intervention of Mr. Green's inge-
nious  applioation  that  the  art itself  was  saved  from  a 
! 
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premature  extinction-1Erostation  had  gone  to  sleep, 
when,  roused by  this discovery  she  awoke  to  rodoo bled 
efforts, and reudered that, in the hands  of the skilful, a 
profession  and  a  profit,  which  before  had  ever  beeu  a 
matter of doubt, difficulty and distress." 
With respect to ti,e next of those impediments,  wllich 
iu the opinion of mankind might have continued to oppose 
the adoption of rorostation as an organ of general utility-
I  mean the danger usually considered as consequent upon 
the  exercise of  the art,  much  is  not required to  prove 
tlle  fallacy  of'  such  fears:  two  hundred  and  twenty-
six  ascents, t  undertaken  at all  periods  of  the  year, 
without  one  disappointment  to  the  p~blic, aud without 
one solitary instance of fatal consequences, or even of an 
accident of disagreeable results,  (exoept from  the inter-
• Independent of the  diminution of expense  and  risk,  from 
the employment of  coal-gas,  in preference la hydrogen, for the 
purpose  of  inflation,  there  are  other  advantages  of  great 
importance,  one  of  which  merits  special  notice.  I  allude 
to the superior facility with which  the latter  is retained  in  the 
balloon, owing to the greater subtilety of the particles of hydro-
gen, and  the strong affinity which they exhibit for those of the 
surrounding  atmosphere.  In  a balloon,  sufficiently perfect to 
retain  its  contents of coal-gas  unaltered  in  quality or amount 
for  the  space  of six  months,  an  equal  quantity  of hydrogen 
could  not be maintained in equal purity  for an equal number of 
weeks. 
t The amount of  Mr. Green's public ascents, up  to the  pre-
sent period. 10 
vention  of  malice),~'  ought to  be  a  sulioient proof  of 
how 'little danger is to be apprehended in the practice of 
rorostation,  when,  under  the  management  of  a  skilful 
leader, and with the aid of those improvements  to which 
),is experience hns given rise.  It  is not from the bungling 
efforts  of unqualified  persons  that any judgment  should 
be formed  on  this  or  other  matters of practical detail; 
and where that skill is present, without which no  one has 
a  right  to  expect success,  and those  precautions  have 
been  observed  whiob  experience  has  shewn  to  be  re-
quisite,  I  do  not hesitate  to' say,  that  the  practice  of 
rorostation is ns devoid of extraordinary danger as that of ' 
any other mode of conveyance hitherto adopted.'!" 
•  In  an  ascent  from  Cheltenham,  a few years ago, in which 
Mr. Green was  accompanied  by Mr.  Griffiths,  some malicious 
scoundrel  contrived  to  sever  the  ropes  of tIle  car  in  such  a 
manner as not  to  be  perceived before  the balloon I  ..  d  reached 
a considerable  elevation, whereby the  parties were  precipitated 
to the ground, and very narrowly escaped destruction.  Neither 
:Ile author of tllis premeditated villainy, nor  the  design  it was 
mtended  to  answer, .11Ove ever  yet been discovered, although a 
reward of one hundred guineas was  immediately offered  for his 
detection. 
t It will  be observed,  tllat no reference is  I,ere made  to  tile 
state of the art in  respect of the power of guiding tl,O balloon 
acco~ding to a given direction;  the want of Wllicll, is generally 
consldered as  tI,e most effectual obstacle  to its furtller progress 
and adaptation to the ordinary purposes of human life.  As  tIle 
discussion llOwever of this question  would tend to a considerable 
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/;:reat however as  are  the  merits of Mr. Green's pre-
vious discoveries"theymay be said to yield in' importance 
to that whereby he IlaS succeeded in enabling the roronaut 
to maintain the power of his balloon undiminished  during 
the' continuance of the  most protracted  voyage it could 
eve~ be required to perform.  In order.,  fully  to  com-
prehend the value  of this  discover.y,wbich more imme-
diately  formed  the  objeot  of  our  late  enterprise,  it is 
necessary that some idea should be bad of the  difficulties 
it was  intended to  obviate,  and of the effeots they were 
calculated to prodllce upon the further progress  of roros-
tation.  When a  balloon  asoends  to  navigate ti,e atmos-
phere, independent of  the loss  of power occasioned  by 
its own imperfections, an incessant waste  of its resources 
in gas and ballast beoomes the inevitable consequence of 
its situation..  No SOOller has it quitted the  earth than it 
is il)lmediately subjeoted to the influenco  of It variety of 
oiroumstances tending to create. a difference in its weight; 
augl)lenting  or  diminishing,  as  the  case  may  be,  the 
power by the means of which it is supported.  . The depo-
sition or evaporation of humidity  to  the  extent, in pl'Oc 
portion  to  its  size,  of  several  bundred.welght;  the 
,digression,  and  as it likewise formed  no  part of tile project in 
pursuance of which our late cxpedition was undertaken,  I  have 
tllOught it preferable to omit all mention of it  for  the  present, 
reserving tot n future opportunity a more elaborate investigation 
of the  cuae,  than would  be  here either consistent or agreeable. 12 
alternate heating and cooling  of its gaseous  contents  by 
the  remotion  or  interposition  of  clouds  between  the 
object itself,  and the influence  of the  solar rays,  with a 
variety  of other  more  secret, though  not less powerful 
agencies, all so combine to destroy the equilibrium which 
it is  the main objeot  of  the lErona.t, to preserve,  that 
scarcely a moment passes without some  call for his inter-
position,  either  to  check the  descent of the balloon  by 
the relection of ballast,  or to  controul  its asoent by  ti,e 
, proportionate disoharge of gas; a process by which,  it is 
unnecessary to observe,  the whole  power of the  balloon, 
however great its dimensions,  must in time he exhausted, 
and sooner or later terminate its oareer by suocumbing to 
the laws  of terrestrial gravitation.  By the  simple  con-
trivance of a rope of the requisite magnitude and extent, 
trailing  on  the  ground  beneath,  (and  if over  the  sea, 
,!ith a sufficient  quantity, of  liquid ballast  contained  in 
vessels  floating  on its surface), have all  these difficulties 
been  overcome,  and  all  the  features  of  the  art com-
pletely and effectua1ly reversed.  IIarliessed to the earth 
or ocean, by  a power too  great, for  her  to resist, it is  in 
vain the ba1l00n  endeavours  to change  the  level  of her 
onward course;  every foot she would have been otherwise 
oompe1led  to add to  her  elevation  nOw  only adds  to  her' 
weight,  by  her endeavours to  abstract from  the  earth  a 
further portion of that rope whioh is dependent upon  its 
surfaoe;  while, on  the other hand,  every foot  she wonld 
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have been inolined to desoend, had she been at liberty as 
heretofore,  now  only  abstraots  fr~m the  weight  whioh 
draws her downward, by throwing on the earth the labour 
of supporting  an  additional  portion  of the guide-rope, 
whioh  she  would  otherwise ,have  had to sustain  without 
relief.  Limited to  one  unalterable plane, all the f1uotu-
ations above-mentioned, whereby her irreparable stook of 
power  beoame  subjeoted  to  inoessant  waste,  have  thus 
completely  been  avoided,  and  not  only  ,her  asoensive 
force  maintained in its  full  vigour throughout a  period 
determinable solely  hy her own  imperfeotions,  but at all 
times,  and  under nil  oircumstanoes,  over  the  houndless 
ocean,  without  a  landmark,.  in  the  densest  fog,  and 
throughout the darkest night the  exact direction of her 
oourse,  as  well as  the very  rate of her progress,  deter-
mined with the utmost facility, and most infallible results.  «' 
• The  progress of the guide-rope being delayed  to  a certain 
extent  by its  motion  over  tIle  more solid  plane  of tile earth's 
surface, while  the  Inovement of the  baUoon  is as freely as ever 
controlled  by the  propelling  action  of the wind,  it  is  evident 
tllat the direction of the  latter when  in  progress, must ever  be 
in advance of tlle  former;  n comparison therefore  of the  rela-
tive  positions of these  two  objects  by means  of tIle  compass, 
must  at  nU  times  indicate  the  exact  direction  of -ller course j 
while witll equal certainty, an estimate  can at once be obtained 
of  tI\C velocity with which she  i. proceeding,  by observing  the 
angle  formed  by the  guide-rope,  and  tI,e vertical  axis  of the 
machine.  In proportion as  tllia  angle enlarges, an  increase in 14 
The  main  feature  however  in  tbis  discovery,  is  the 
altered  aspect  under  whioh  it enables  the  reronRut  to 
regard the perils  bf'the'sea, and  the  consequent  exten-
sion  it'bestClws  upon  the ,hitherto  limited  sphere' Of  bis 
relations.' 'l)1he'o'cenn, now no iongel'the dreaded enemy, 
'Of  the' rerial  voyager, :  bedomesat  onoe; his  greatest 
friend, and, instead of opposing bis 'progress,  offers' him 
advantages  more  certain, and  effioacious  than  even  th~ 
'earth itself ,vith nil its 'presumetlsecurity, is caloulated to 
oontribute. 
;Suchthen "wasitheactuai 'state  of  rorostalion  \vhen 
:Mr. 'Robert 'Hollond,  a gentieman ,who ,]tad Ilong,(l1l'lti. 
,  ~ated ,apraotical aoquaintancewiththe art,  l'esolved  to 
afford, an  opportunity for"a full  display,: and unequivocrtl 
detetminatipn ,of  the  merits  of  :these  discoveries,  'by 
undertaking,,,t his own expense'to fit'out an expedition, 
under the guidanoe of Mr. Green,  (in which he  was  so 
kind as  to include me),  for  the ,pu ~pose,  and with  the 
intention, of starting, froUl  London ,and  proceeding, (in 
,vhatever ,direction  the 'Winds  '.t,'that  time  prevailing 
the 'rate 'of  '  the  balloon  may!be'infallibly  infetred:  and,  vice 
versft"itS' diniinution will  be  found  to  correBpona'e~rtctly with 
the  diminished  'velocity  of her  advance.  When  the  rope  is 
dependent perpendicularly,  no, allltle  of 'course is  formed, and 
tbe  machine  may be  considered  as  perfectly stationary,  or at 
least endowed with a rate of motion too insignificant to be either 
appreciable 01' important, 
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might happen to convey us),  to such a  distance  as  would 
suffice  to  answer  the  ends  for  which  the  voyago  was 
especially, designed.  Accordingly the proprietors, Messrs. 
Gye and Hughes, having kindly conceded the uso  of the 
great Vauxhall balloon,  and of  t/leir premises,  for  the 
purpose of tbe ascent;  aftel' several, unavoidable  delays, 
occasioned, chiefly  by  the  weather,  the  day  of  depar-
ture  was  fixed  for  Monday,  N ovemb,er  7,  1836,  and 
ilie  process  of inflation  having  ,been  commenced  at an 
early hour, every thing was  got ready for starting by one 
o'clock in the afternoon of ilie same day. 
The appearance which the balloon  exhibited previ,o~s 
to  the  aBcent,  was  no  less  interesting  tilnn  strange. 
Provisions,  which  had  been  calculated for  a fortnight's 
consumption in oase of emergenoy;  ballast to ilie amount 
of upwards of' a ton in weight, disposed in ba~  of  different 
sizes,  duly  registered  and  marked,  together  with  an 
unusual supply  of cordage, Implements, and other acces-
sories to  an rerial  excursion,  occupied tile bottom of the 
car; while  all around the hoop and elsewhe:re appended, 
hung  oloaks,  carpet-bags,  barrels  of  wood  and  copper, 
coffee-warmer,'" barometers, telescopes, lamps, wine jars 
<. A machine Ilnd been contrived for  the  purpose of warming 
coffee and  otller liquors, without the intervention of fire,  by the 
means of slaked  lime, which answered  the  purpose sufficiently 
weU,  althoug4  the  danger which it was intended by tlleso pre-
,cautions to avoid, is really not such as to require the aid of SUCll 16 
and  spirit  flasks,  with  many  other  artioles,  designed 
to  serve  the  purposes of  a  voyage  to  regions,  where 
once forgotten, nothing could be again supplied. 
Among the other matters with which we had taken the 
preoaution to provide  ourselves,  were passports directed 
to  all  parts  of  the  continent,  specifying  the  peculiar 
nature of our voyage, and entitling us to exemption from 
the usual formalities of office. 
In addition  to· these,  we  were  also  charged  with  a 
letter to  His Majesty the King of Holland,  from  Mr. 
May,  His Majesty's ·Consul-General  in London; which 
was put into the post-office at Coblentz, on the evening of 
the day sucoeeding our departure.~ 
appliances;  with  that  degree of prudence and attention which 
can  at  all  times  b. comUlanded,  no real  peril  is to be appre-
hended  from  the  use  of actual fire;  During  the wllol.  night 
we  had  a  lamp  constantly burning,  nor  did  we  at  any time 
suffer  anxiety  on  account  of  i,ts  presence,  or  percei ve  an y 
occasion~ even  temporarily to wish  for its ex.tinction. 
• Of the due arrival of this  letter, and his Majesty's gracious 
reception of it, we received  the  following testimony in  a  letter 
from Mr. May, shortly after we reaclled Paris. 
Sxn, 
London, November, 28, 1836. 
.  Perceiving from  the accounts in the Newspapers 
that you and your friends  110ve arrived at Paris, I  lose  no time 
in  having  the  satisfaction  of tllUnking  you  very  sincerely, for 
l 
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Thus  prepared,  and  duly  accoutred,  at  ha1t~past oue 
o'clook  the  balloon  was  dismissed  from  the ground, and 
rising  gently under the influence· of a  moderate breeze 
bore speedily a'yay towards  the south-east,  traversing in 
her course the oultivated  plains: of Kent,and passing in 
succession  nearly  over the  towns  of Elt  ham,  Bromley, 
Footscray,  and others,  whose  variegated  outlines  beau-
tifully diversified  the rich  landscape tbat lay  beneath us. 
Tbe weather  wasunco1llmonly fine for the time of year; 
a few light clouds alone floated in the sky, and at least as 
.  . 
useful  as· ornamental,  served to indicate the existence of 
different currents at different altitudes;  an information of 
which, it  will  be seen hereafter,  we were enabled to avail 
ourselves with much effect. 
the care taken of the letter I took  the  liberty of entrusting  to 
your kindness, for  the  purpose of having  it  forwarded  to  the 
King,  at the Hague; it reached  its destination on  the 12th of 
November, through the post-office at Coblentz, and his  Majesty 
was very much gratified at receiving a  letter from England,  by 
so  novel  n  mode  of conveyance  as a balloon.  The King has 
written  a  memorandum  on  the letter "to be  carefully pre-
served ;" wishing to" keep  it  as a remembrance  of  this,  as yet, 
extraordinary occurrence.  I  congratulate  you· and your com-
panions  on  the  success  of your  enterprizc,  and  remain  with  .. 
great regard, 
Sm, 
Your most obedient humble servant, 
J.  W.  MAY. 
B 18 
Continuing in a south-easterly dh'oction, at forty-eight 
minutes past two'" we crossed the Medway, nt the distanco 
of about six miles to the west of Rochester, and in little 
more than an hour aftert  were in sight  of  the  city  of 
Canterbury,  the  lofty  towers  of  its  cathedral  boaring 
.distant  abont  two  miles,  in  a  westerly  direction.  In 
,bonour of tbe mayor and inhabitants  of that city, nnder 
whose  patronage our  celebrated  pilot  hnd  twice  before 
;ascended,  we  loweredn small  parachute  coutaining  a 
letter  addressed  to  the  mnyor,  and  couched  in  such 
'terms as our hurried passage would pormit us to indite.t 
.  In a few  minutes after § we obtained our lirst view  of 
'the son, 'brightening  under the last rnys  of a  setting sun, 
• The  times  and  distances,  as well  as  the direction  of our 
course  by the.  compass,  during  the voyage,  being  taken from 
the notes  kept by'Mr.  Hollond  on  the  occasion, will account 
for  the  exact correspondence  on  these  points,  between  the 
different r~lations already before the public, which, witllOut  tllis 
explanation,  might  perhaps  appear  to border  a  little  on  tIle 
extraordinary.  ' 
:t Five minutes past four. 
t Of the due receipt of this  letter, as well  as  of one  to  tile 
•  iame effect; wbich we subsequently addressed  to  tIle, Mayor  of 
Dovor, wc have since been  informed;  tbough  tbe,  oUlers whicll 
we  discharged  by  similar  means,  at  different  periods  of  our 
voyage, we  llave reason  to  believe never reached the hands for 
which they were designed. 
§ Fifteen minutes past four. 
r 
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and oocupying the extreme verge of the. horizon, in  the 
direotion in which we  were now rapidly advancing. ' 
During the  latter  period  of this.  part.  of our voyage, 
the' balloon, perhaps owing to thecondeusation oocasioned 
by the apllroacbing shades of  evening, had beeu gradually 
diminishing  her  altitude,  and  for some  time  past  had 
continued 'so near the earth,as to enable us, witbout much 
exel·tion,  to  carry  on  a  conversation  with  such  of  tile 
inhabitants as happened to be  in onr immediate vicinity. 
So olose indeed were we,  at one time, as to be able  dis-
tinctly to ohserve a covey of partridges,  whioh either our 
approach  or some other equally  dreaded apparition  had 
.dislodged' 'from  their  resting  place,  and  sent  to  seek 
,a  refpge on  the borders  of a  wood  whioh  lay  adjacent. 
A. whole colony of rooks,  alarmed' no doubt byollr formi-
dable  appearance,  >:!lse  jjJ.<e\yise  in  dismay,  and, after 
rending  the  nil'  for,  miles, round  with  their  ories,  and 
:vainly  trying the protection IOf, .the neighbol/ting .  woods 
Jinally,dispersed, scattering, themselves, .in' eV/ll'y direction 
,over .the surfaoe of. the earth beneath. 
It was at this period .ofour ,VQyage that the first oppor" 
tunity ocourred, of shelving  how far it wilSpossible  for 
the  skilful  and  experienoed  1Erouaut to  iafluenoe  the 
course  of  his  rerial  vessel,  by  availing  himself  of  the 
adva~tages whioh  circumstances  frequently place at his 
disposal.  Shortly  after we  Imd  lost sight of  the  city of 
Canterbury  a  considerable  deviation  appeared  to have 
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taken  place in  the  direction of om'  ronte.  Instead  of 
pursuing our formel' line of south by east, which was that 
of the upper current, by means  of whioh we  had hitherto 
advanced, it became apparent that we were now  rapidly 
bearing away upon onc which tended considerably to the 
northward, and whicll; had we continued to remain within 
the limits of its influence, would  have shortly brought us 
to  sea,  in the direction  of theN  orth  Foreland.  As  it 
had all along' been an object' to proceed  as near to Paris 
as  circumstance.' woulel  permit/~ we resolved to  recover 
'as  soon  as  possible  the  advantages  which  a  superiol' 
current had hitherto afforded us;  and accordingly rose to 
resume a station upon our previous level.  N otbing could 
exceed the beauty of this manoouvre, or the success' with 
which'the  balloon  aoknowledged  tbe  inlluence  of  her 
former  assooiate.  Scaroely ,had  the sllperfluolls  burden 
. been  disoharged  proportic;>ned  tb  the  efi'ectrequired, 
when slowly she  arose,  and sweeping majestioally  round 
the  horizon,  obedient  to  the double impulse  of her  in-
creasing elevation  and  the,  gradual' ohange  of'  CUrrent, 
brought us successively insight of' all those objects which 
we had shortly before left retiring  behind, us,  and in  a 
, • The proprietors,of the bal\o~n having contemplated making 
an  asccnt  from  Paris,  and  Mr. Holland having undertaken to 
tronster the balloon t1lither,  it became a consideratio!l with  llS, 
not  to  increase  our distance  tram  that capital, more than was 
consistent with the mnin  object of the expedition. 
, 
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few  minutes placed us almost'vcrticaIiy over the Castle of 
Dovor,  in  the  exact  direction  of  crossing  thostraits 
between that town and Calais,  where it is confined withiu 
its narrowestlimits.* 
It  was forty-eight minutes past, four  when the first line 
of  waves  breaking on  the  heach appeared  beneath  us, 
and we might be .said to have fairly  quilted the shores  of 
our native  soil, and  entered upon  tIle  hitherto  dreaded 
regions of the. sea  .. 
It would  be  impossible  Iiot  to  have been str,uok  with 
the grand  em' .of the prospect at this particular moment of 
our voyag.e;  the.more especially as the approaching shades 
of night rendered, it a  matter ofcertaintythnt it would 
be; t\ie  last in which  earth would form  a promineut fea. 
,ture"that we might expect to enjoy for a considerable lapse 
,of time .. Behind us, the whole line  of English const, its 
,  • It  was undoubtedly at this period of our voyage, while  the 
rapidity of our  course  appeared  to  be  delayed by the circuit-
ousness  of  our  route,  the  length  of  time  wc  consequently 
,remained in sight, and above all, the rectilinear direclion of our 
approach,  that  originated  the  observation  contained  in  tile 
newspapers,  that the  progress of the  balloon  did  not  exceed 
the  rate  of four  or  five  miles  an  hour;  an assertion Wl1ich n 
slight ,consideration  of the  time we  had  left London, and  the 
distance we  had  accomplished, would  have  been  sufficient  to 
disprove.  According  to  the above method of calculation,  the 
mean rate  of  our  course  up  to the time referred to, was  some  .. 
"what more. than twenty-five miles an hour. 22 
white  cliffs  melting  into  obscurity,  appeared  sparkling 
with  the  scattered  lights, 'which  every  moment'  aug-
mented,  among which  the, light-house  at Dovor formed 
a  conspicuous  feature,  and  for  a long,  time'  served  as  a 
beacon whereby to calculate the direction of our course. 
On  either side below  us  the interminable ocean  spread 
its  complicated  tissue  of  waves  without  interruption 
or  curtailment,  el(cept  what arose  from  the  impending 
darkness,  and  the  limited  extent  of  our  own  per-
ceptions;  on  the opposite side  a dense barrier of clouds 
'rising  from  the  oC,ean'like  a  solid  wall  fantastically 
surmo\tnted, throughout its whole length,  with a gigantio 
representation  of  parapets  and  tnrrets, ,batteries  and 
bastions,  and  other  features  of  mnral fortifications,  ap-
peared as if designed  to bar our Jurther progress,  and 
completely  o1Jstructed  all  view  of  tile  sliores,  towards 
which  we  were  now  rapidly  drawing  nigh.  In  a  few 
minutes  after,  we  had  entered  within  its, dusky  limits, 
and for a,while beoame involved in  the, double ohscurity 
of the surroun,ding  vapours and  of the gradual approach 
'of  night.  Not  a  sonnd  now  reached  our  ear.;  the 
beating of  the waves upon the British ~hor~s had already 
djed  away  in  silence,  and  from,  th~ o,di,nary effeots  'Of 
terrestrial agitation  Our  present position had  effectually 
el(oiuded us. * 
• I  scarcely  know  whether  it  is  an  observation  worth  f 
b'  .  Y 0  emg committed  to  paper,  that  the  Bea, unless per/taps nnder 
I 
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,  In  this  situatiou,  wo  prepared  to  'avail  ourselves  of 
those contrivances, the merits 01:'  which, 'as I  have already 
stated, it was one  of tbe main objects of our el(peditioll 
to asoertain;  and  oonsequently,  to  pt!lvide  against  the 
loss.of power by the increase of  iteighlprocee'dlng fro;U 
the humidity of, the atmosphere, liatUraIly to be, expect~d 
\ln  the  approach of ,nigbt,we commenced lowering the 
copper vessels whicb ,we 'had provided ~o;' the occasion.' 
Scarcely, however,  hafi we completed ollr  design,  and 
were patiently awaiting tlie descent  we  had anticipated, 
when the faint sOl1nd  of, tbe waves  beating 'against  the 
sllO~e, again  l'eturned upon  om;  'ea~s,  Dnd  awakened  QUI' 
attention.  The  first  impression  which  tbis' event' waS 
oalculated to convey; was tbat the willd had obauged; and 
that \ve wore in the abt of returning to the sbores we had 
circumstances of the most  extraordinary agitation,  does not  hi 
itself appear to be the parent of the slightest sOllnd;  unopposed 
by any material obstacle, an awful stillness see1"S  to reign over 
its  motions.  Nor  do  I  think  tltat  even  under  any circum-
stances, no matter 110W violent, can any considerable disturbance 
arise  from  the  conflict  of  its  own  opposing  ,members.  Tile 
iml'ossibility of evcr having been placed in a situation, to bring 
tllis  fact under  the cognizance of our senses,  is  no  doubt  the 
re,",on why it has never before been' noticed:  'On  the  sllOre  o~ 
in  the sea, no  one ltas ever been  present, independent  of tllnt 
material  support,  tllO  absence  of  wltich  is  lIeoess!U'y  to  the 
success of tlle experiment;  it is in ti,e balloon alone, suspended 
in elastic rotllcr, that such n phenomenon could either hnye been 
verified or observed.  • 24 
so shortly before abandoned.  A glance or two, however, 
served  to  show  us  the  fallacy  of,  this  impression;  the 
well-known  lights  of  Calais  aD;d: of  the  neighbouring 
shores were already glittering beneath us;  the barrier.  of 
clouds which  I  have  before  mentioned as  starting up  so 
abruptly  in· our  path,  as  abruptly  terminated;  and  the 
whole. adjacent coast of France,  variegated  with  lights, 
and ripe with  all the nocturnal signs  iJf  population, burst 
at once  upon  our  view.  We had,  in  fact,  ciossed  the 
sea;  and  in  the short space of about one  hour, from the 
time we had quitted the shores  of England, were floating 
tranquilly,  though  rapidly,  ·above  those. of  our· Gallic 
neighbours. 
It  ·was  exactly  fifty  minutes  past  five  when  we  had 
thoroughly completed this trajet; the point at which  we 
first crossed  the  French shore bearing distant about two 
miles to the  westward  of the main  body. of the lights of 
Calais,  our  altitude  at the  time  being  somewhat  about 
three thousand feet above  the level  of the ocean.  As  it 
was now perfectly dark we  lowered a Bengal light, at the 
!lnd  of a  long  cord, in  order  to signify  our presence to 
the .  inhabitants  below;  shortly  after,  we  had  the  satis-
faction  to  hear  the  beating  of  drums,  but  whether  on 
our  acoount,  or  merely  in. perfol'mance  of . the  usual 
.rontine of military duty,  we were not ~t tho time exaotly 
able to determine. 
~ 
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Before dismissing the sea, a word or two seems required 
to counteract a vague and inconect impression regarding 
its peouliar  influence  upon  the  buoyancy of the  balloon, 
arising  from  .  the  difficulties  'experienoed  by  Me,srs. 
Blanohard and J effries in their passage of the same straits 
in the  year  1785,  and  the apparently unaocountable  re-
motion of their dilliculties as soon as tlley had reached the 
opposite coast.  So many, however, are the circumstances 
within the  range  of  ooronautical  experience  to  which, 
without  intruding  upon  the  marvellous,  or  calling new 
affinities  into  existence,  these  effects can  be, satisfacto· 
rily  attributed,  that  the  aotual  difficulty  lies  in  ascer-
taining  to  which  of  them  they  are  most  likely  to  have 
owed ·their origin:  of these tllo increase  of weight by  the 
deposition  of humidity  on  the  surface  of  the  balloon, 
occasioned  by  the  ~oluer atmosphere  through which  the 
first part of their journey had to be pursued, and the sub-
sequent  evapomtion  of  the same  by the rise  of tempe-
rature  to which they necessarily became subjected as soon 
as they came within  the calorific influence of tile land, is 
in  itself. quite  sufficient  to  explain  the  difference· tltat 
existed in· the .  buoyancy of the balloon,  during the  dif-
ferent  stages  of its  progress.  Even  in  the  absence  of 
any' humidity. whereby  the actual  weight  of the  balloon 
oould have been  inoreased,  the mere  diminution of tem-
'peraturo,  by condensing  its. gaselius  contents;  and  their 
subsequent  rarefaotion  by  the  nltm'cd  temperature  thoy 26 
were ~llre to  encounter when  they reaohed  the opposite, 
coast,  is more than  enough  to account for  much  greater 
effects  thau  even  those  to which  it is  here inteuded to 
apply.  As. far  as  we  we~e concerned  certainly no  such. 
uncommon  impression was  observahle,  nOr  did we expe-
rience any.diminution  of ,ascensive  power in  our  transit 
acrcss  the sea,  beyond what we  should  luwe  expected 
under similarcil'cuUlstances over a similar extent of land. 
'rhe night having now  completely closed  in,  and  no 
prospect of any assistance from  the moon to. facilitate onr 
researches, it was cnly by means cfth.e lights which. either 
singly or in masses, appeared spreading in every direction, 
that we could  hope  to take  m~y account. of the nature  of 
the  country we were traversing',  or form auy  opinion  of 
the  towns  or  villages  which  were  continually becoming 
subjeoted to onr view. 
'l'he  soene, itself was  one whioh  exceeds  desoription, 
The  whole  plane of  the  earth's  surface,  for  many  and 
mallya league around,  as  far  and  farther  than'the'eyo 
di~tiuotly could embrace, seemed absolutely teeming with 
the scattered fires pfa watchful popUlation, and exhibited 
Ijstarry spectacle below tbat almost rivalled  in brilliancy 
the remoter lustre of the cpnCl\ve  Ijrmament above,  In-
cessantly during the eE\l'lier porti0ll of the night, ore  the 
vigilant  inhabitants  had  finally  retired.  to  rost,  large 
$Ol1rces  ilK  light,  betokening the preseuce of same  more 
.e)(tenslve  co~munitY,would l\ppear just looming  above 
I 
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the distant horizon in the direotion in which we were ad. 
vancing, bearing at first no faint l'esemblanoe to thoefi'Qct 
produced  hy  some  vasLconflagratiou;  when  seeu  from 
SUCll  a distance 'as to preclude the miuute iuvestigntionof 
its details.  By degrees, .as we drew nigh;tbis confused 
mass of  illumiuatiou would nppear to increase in intensity, 
el'tending' itself over a  lnrgerportion of'the earth;  and 
assuming a distincter form and  a more  imposing  appear-
ance~  . until  at  length,  having attained  a  positiou  from 
whence  we  could  more immediately direct our view',  it 
would gradually resolve  itself into its parts, and shooting 
out into  streets,orsprending into squares',  present us 
with the most perfect model of a town, diminished only ju 
size,according to the, elevation from which we, happened 
at the time to .  .observe it. 
It  would be very diJ,licult,  if Dot inlpossible,  to convey 
to the minds of tIle uninitiated  any adequate idea of. the 
stnpeudous  effect which  suob. an exhibition, under all its 
concomitant peculiru:itieg, .  was calculated to create.' 'l'lmt 
we wel'e, by sU,ch  a  mode  of oonveyanoe,  amid·  the vast 
solitude of the  skies, in the dead of night, unknown  and 
unnoticed,  secretly and silently reviewing' kingdoms,  el'. 
ploriug territories,  and  surveying, cities,  in  suoh  rapid 
suooes~ion as.  scaroely to  ajfo~d time' fororiticism;orcon. 
jeQture,was in itself a .cousideratiQn sufficient to give sub. 
limity  to  far  less  interesting  soenes.  thnn  those  whioh 
formed the subjeot of our prosedt coutemplations.  If to 28 
this  he  added  ilie  uncertainty  that  from  henceforward 
began to pervade the whole of our course-an uncertainty 
that every  moment  increased  as  we  proceeded  deeper 
into  the  shades  of night,  and  became  further removed 
from  thoselandmarks to which we might have referred in 
aid of our conjectures,' clothing every thing with the dark 
mantle  of mystery,  and 'leaving  us· in  doubt more  per-
plexing'  even  than  ignorance  as  to' where  we  were, 
whither we were  proceeding,  and what were  the objects 
that.so much attracted our attention-some faint idea may 
be:formed of ,the  peculiarity of our  situation  and  of the 
impressions to which it natnrally gave rise. 
ID. this manner,  and under the inlluence of  these senti-
ments  did  we  traverse with  rapid  strides  a  large  and 
interesting portion of the European continent;  embracing 
within our  horizon  an  immense  succession  of towns  and 
villages, whereof those which occurred during the earlier 
part of the night; the presence of their artificial illumina-
tion alone enabled us to disting·uish. 
Among  these latter,  one  in  particular,  both from  its 
own  superior attractions,  the length of time it continued 
within  our  view,  and  the uninterrupted  prospect which 
our position  directly above  it,  enabled us  to  command , 
·captivated  our attention and elicited constant expressions 
of mingled' admiration  and  surprise.  Situated  in  the 
centre of a district, which actually ilppeared to blaze with 
tIle innumej'able  fires wllCl'cwith it was  studded  in  every 
,;  , 
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direction  to  the  full  extent of all onr visible horizon,  it 
seemed to offer  in itself,  and at one glance,  an  epitome 
of all  those  charms  which  we  had  been  previously  ob-
serving  in  detail.  The perfect correctness  with  which 
every line of street was marked out by its particular line of 
fires;. the forms  and positions of the more important fea-
tures of the city, the theatres and squares, the markets and 
public huildings,  indicated  by the presence of the larger 
and mOre  irregular accumulation  of lights,  added to the 
faint murmur of a  busy population  still  actively engaged 
iu the pursuits of pleasure or the avocations of gain, all to-
gether combined to form a picture whioh for singularity and 
effeot certainly could  never have  been  before  conceived. 
This was the oity of Liege, remarkable from the extensive 
iron-works  which,  abounding'  in  its neighbourhood,  oc-
casioned  the  peouliar appearance already described,  and 
at the time led to that conjecture, concerning its identity, 
the  tmth  of whioh  a  subsequent  enquiry enabled  us to 
confirm. 
Tbis was. tIle last spectacle of the' kind which  we were 
destined to enjoy.  Scaroely had we completely cleared the 
town and the fiery  region 'in which  it was  embosomed, 
ere  an  unbroken  obscurity more  profound  thun  'any we 
hud yet experienced,' involved us  in its folds,  and effeot-
ually excluded every terrestrial objeot from our vieW. 
It  was, now past midnight, and the world  and its inha-
bitants  had  finally  oommitted  themselves  to  repose. :30, 
Every light  was  extinguished,  and  every  sound  hushed 
into silence;  even  the  'cheerful  tones  of  the  vigilant 
-watch-dog, which  had  frequentIy  contributed  to  enliven 
our  course during the  previous portion, of the night,  bad 
'llOW ceased;  and darkness and tranquillity reigned  para-
·monnt over the whole adjacent surface ,of the globe. 
:'"From' this',period of ollr voyage, until  the dalvning  of 
the folloWing day,  the  reco~d of  our adventures  bec6mes 
1inged:with the opscurity 6f llight.,  Th'e  face  of  nature 
completely, excluded  from  our  view,  except  when  oir-
cumstancesoccasionalIy, brought  us, iilto  nearer  conlact 
With  the  earth,  all  our  observations  during  the  above 
period are necessarily confined  to a register of incidents 
and·'.ensations  mingled, with,  vague  conjectures,  and 
1llouded with~he mysterywherewith' darkness and  unoer~ 
tainty were  destined'to  involve  so large a portion of the 
remainder' of ·,ourexpedition. :'  TIle  moon,  to  which' we 
mig'ht'hdve'looked up for  companionship  and  aSSistance, 
had  she  been  present, Was  no where  to  be  seon.  The 
sky, at all' times' darker when vielyed from  an elevation 
than it 'appears' to those  inhabiting  the, lower regions  of 
the earth, seemed almost blackwith the intensity of night; 
'whilt'f by contrast  no  doubt,  and  the  remotion  of inter. 
veningvapours,!he stars, redoubled, in their lustre, shone 
like  sparks  of the whitest silver  scattered upon the jetty 
dome around us.  Ocoasionally faint flashes of lightning, 
proceeding chiefly from  tile  northern  hemisphere,  would 
" 
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for au illstant illuminate  the horizon, and  after disclosing 
a  ttansient  prospeot  of the  adjacent  oountry,  suddenly 
subside,  leaving  us  involved  in more  than  our original 
obscurity.  Nothing in' fact  could  exceed the density of 
night which prevailed during this particular period ofthe 
voyage.  Not a single object  of terrestrial nature could. 
auy where  be  distinguished;  an unfathomable  abyss  of 
"darkness  visible"  seemed  to  encompass  us '.on  every 
side;  and as  we  looked forward. into  its  black obscurity 
in the direction  in which we  were  proceeding, we  could 
scarcely avoid thll  impression  that we were  cleaving'  our 
way through  an  interminable  mass  of black  marble  in 
which we were  imbedded,  and  which,  solid a few inches 
before us, seemed to soften as we approached, in order to 
admit Us still flirther within the precincts of its  cold  and 
dus],y  enolosnre.  Even  the  lights  ivhich  at  times  we 
lowered from the car,instead of dispelling, only-tended to 
augment the  intensity Of  the surrounding darkness.  and 
aS'they descended deeper into its frozen bosom, appeared 
absolutely to melt their way onward by means of the heat 
which they generated in.their'course. 
The cold,  dnring this part of the night especially,  was 
certainly intense, as oould  be  perceived not less from tIle 
indications of the  thermometer,  (ranging  variously from 
within a fell' degrees  below,  to the point of congehition,) 
than from the effeots  which it produced upon the dHrereut 
liquors wherewith we Were provided.  The water, coffee, 32 
and,  of course,  the oil  in  our several vessels were. com· 
pletely frozen;  and it was ·only by tlle actual application 
of the heat of the lamp that we were enabled to procure a 
sufficiency  of the  latter to  supply our wants, during the 
long term of darkness  to whioh we were about to  be snb-
jected. 
Strange,  however,  as  it may appear, while all  around 
bore  such  nnequivooal  testimony  to  tbe  severity of the 
cold, the effects produced upon our persolls,  undefended 
as they were  by  any  extraordinary precautions, were by 
no means commensurate  to  the  cause,  nor such as  even 
nnder  ordinary  circumstances we  might fairly have  ex-
pected  to  encounter.  The reason  to wllich  may  be  at-
tributed this unusual exemption from the consequences of 
a low  temperatore,  is  the  absence of all  cunent of air; 
the natural result of our situation, and one of the peculiar 
characteristics of rerial  navigation.~' 
To this intensity of oold, preceded by a long subjection 
to tIle aotion of a  humid atmosphere,  while  floating at a 
lower elevation, is  likewise to be attributed the occurrenoe 
of an incident,  which,  for  the impression it is calculated 
• After What  has  been  stated  respecting  tIle  temperature to 
wMchwe  were subjected,  it will  be  unnecessary  to offer  any 
further  disproval  of the  absurd  reports  which were circulated 
concerning its severity,  and  the serious consequences which we 
were supposed to have suffered from  0111'  exposure  to  it  during 
the nigllt. 
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to produce upon the minds of those who experienco it for 
the first time,  and in ignorance of its cause, merits parti-
oularly to be noticed. 
It was  about  half-paSt  three  in, the  morning,  when 
the  balloon,  having  gained  a  sudden  accession  of 
power,  owing  to  a  discharge  of  ballast,  which  had  ta-
ken  place  a  few  minutes  before,  while  navigating 
too  near the earth  to  be  considered  perfectly safe in a 
country,  with the main features of which we were totally 
unacquainted,  began  to  rise  with  considerable rapidity, 
and ere we had taken the customary means  to  check her 
ascent,  had  already attained  an elevation of upwards of 
twelve thousand feet.  At this  moment,  while all around 
is impenetrable darkness and stillness, and  darkness most 
'profound,  an  unusual  explosion  issues from  the maohine 
above,  followed  instantaneously by  a  violent rustling  of 
the silk, and all  the signs which  may be supposed to ao-
oompany the  bursting  of the  balloon,  in a region where 
nothing  but  itself exists  to give occasion  to such awful 
'and unnatural disturbanoe.  In the same instant, the car, 
as if suddenly detached from its hold,  becomes subjected 
. to  a violent ooncussion,  an~ appears at once to be in the 
aot  of sinking with  all  its  contents,  into the dark abyss 
below.  A  seoond  and  a  third explosion follow in quick 
.  succession, acoompanied by a reourrence of the same as-
tounding effects;  leaving  not  a  doubt  upon  the  mind of 
the unconscious voyager  of ihe  fate  which  nothing now 
appears  capable  of  averting.  In a  moment  after all 'is 
c tr"nquil and secure;  the  balloon  has recovered I.ler usual 
fonn and stillness,  and, nothing  appears to designate.the 
unnatural agitation to"  hich  she  has  been so  lately and 
unaccountably subjected.  The occurrence of  tbis pheno-
menon,  however strange, it l,I1ay appear,  is,  nevertheles,s, 
snsceptible  of  the  simplest  resolution,  and consists  in 
the tendency  to enlargement from  remotion  of pressure 
which the balloon  experiences in rising .from  a  low tp, a 
. higber position  in  the atmosphere,  and  the resistance to 
this enlargement occasioned  by  the net,work  previously 
.satnrate<\ with. moisture,  ~nd subsequently congealed in,to 
the eliptical. form whioh ,ili,e. ,  d~pendant weight of the car 
,obliges it to  assume,  whene'ler  the  sllmnken capacity of 
the  sphere it  enoomp~.sses ~villadmit of its longitudinal 
distension.  A&  ~his resist)llloe,is ocoasioned"by the inter-
~ention 9f a'/tolf-e1astio. m~dinm  (the ioe) whioh hasbol\lld . 
tbemeshe.s,q(th(l n~t-work in their contracted form, it is 
evi.dentJhll;t the ,liberl\tion occasi9ned by tlteir disruptur,e 
'villnqt,t!l)<e;placeunti1 the internal pre~sure of the balloon 
has  r~ached  a, certain amount;  when suddenly that liberl>.-
,tiol,l  is accol,l1plis\led,  attende~ by  thos~ coHllteral  ef]'eots 
.. which we .have~lready  !\tt~mpt~d  to. desc,ribe,  The impres-
,sion  oqbe d!,sQent of the cadn tbe !\hove r,epr,esentation 
is eviQently  a  false ,one; ,the car, sofarfrpm sinking, ao-
tuany 'prings up; it  is the unexpectedness,of.s1lqh a move-
ment, and'itS apparent inconsistency with  the ll\wS of gra-
vJ((ltiQn that occasions  the delusioll,  tbo  reality of wbicb 
.the concQmitant circumstances essentially tend to confirm. 
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Several times during the l"tter part of the night we h!)d 
approached so near to the earth,  as  to  be enabled to ob-
serve, imperfectly,  it is true,  some of its most prominent 
features,  and to obtain  some  faint, id,e(l of the n[lturEl of 
the ground beneath us.  At these  tirues  we  appeared td 
be traversing large tracts of country partially covered with 
snow, diversified with forests, and interse~ted oqcasjQ))ally 
with rivers, of which the Meuse; in the earlier part of the 
night,  and the Rhine,  towards the conclusion,  formed, aB 
,we !lftenvards learned,  the  prinoipalobjeots,  both ,of our 
admiration and of ollr conjectures. 
Large masses  of fleecy  clouds  would at times likewise 
oooul,'y tbe l?wef regions of the atmosphere,  interoepting 
<J11r  view as  we  desoended,  and  for  {\ while  ~eavmS' us 
in doubt,  whether they were.not a  continuation. of  those 
snowy  distriots which  we  so.  frequently  had  occasion  to 
remark. 
From out of this roass of vapQuts,' more ,than once.dur-
ing the nig'ht  our ears became  assailed with soUnds benr-
ing so strong  n. resemblance  tp.  the rushing  of waters in 
enormous  volumes,  or the  beating  of. the  waves  upon 
soine  extensive  line  of .coast,  that  it  reqnired  all  our 
po wets ot', reasoning,  aided by the certain knowledge. We 
hud of the direction we were pursuing, to remove the. oOn-
'viction that we wereapproaohibg the precincts .ofthe sea, 
ulld  transported  hy  the.winds,  were  either thrown .baok 
c2 :36 
upon,the sbores of the German ocean,  or about to enter 
upon the remoter limits of tbe Baltic. 
It  would be endless to enumerate all the conjectures to 
which tbis phenomenon gave rise,  or the various manners 
by  wbicb  we  endeavoured  to  explain  its  occurrence. 
Among tbem tbose wbich  seemed to  obtain tbe  greatest 
credit,  were tbat the sound  proceeded from  some  vast 
forest,  agitated  by  the winds;  some  rapid river rushing 
impetuously  over  a  broken and  precipitous obannel; or 
finally,  that the misty  vapours themselves,  by the mutual 
action of their watery particles"  or their preoipitated de-
position upon the irregular surface of the earth beneath, 
had occasioned the murmurs which multiplied throughout 
so  ,large  a  space,  came  to our' ears,  in the formidable 
accents to which  we have above alluded.'  According  as 
the day drew nigh these appearanclls vanished, with much 
of the  doubts  to  which  they had  given rise.  Instead of 
'the unbroken  outline ,of  tbe  sea,  an irregular surface of 
cultivated  country  began gradually to display itself; in 
the midst of which the majestio  river  we bad noticed for 
sometime  back,  appeared  dividing, the prospect,  and 
losing  itself in  opposite directions amid the vapours tbat 
still ,clmig  to the summits ,of tbe  bills,  or  settled in  the 
valleys that,lay between them.  Across this river we now 
directed  our  course,  and  shortly  after lost'  sight  of it 
entirely,  behind  tbe gently swelling e,minences by whicb 
'it was bordered on hoth sides. 
I: 
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It  was  about six o'clock,"  during  an 'ascent whioh oc-
curred shortly  after  we  had  crossed  thi.river,  that the' 
balloon having reacbed a considerable  elevation,  shewed 
us our first  view  of tbe  sun,  and gladdened  us ",itb tlie 
prospect of a speedy approach of day.  Powerful, indeed, 
must be the pen whicb could hope to do justice to a scene 
like  that which  here presented itself, to our  view.  The 
enormous extent of the prospectt:...the boundless variety. 
it embraced-the  unequalled  grandeur of the  objects it 
displayed-the  singular  novelty  of  the  manner  under 
• The  time  referred  to  Ilere  and  elsewhere  througllout this 
narrative, is  that  of  Greem~ich,-Upon the  completion,of the 
voyage,  a  difference,  amounting  to about thirty-four mmutes, 
was  found  to  exist  between the  times  indicated at  its two ex-
tremes'  the  chronometers  of  Weilberg,  being  so  much  in 
advanc~ of those  of London.  This  difference was occasioned, 
by the easterly direction  of our  course,  and  the  difference  in 
latitude to  the extent of eight degrees, twenty minutes  between 
the two places.' 
t  If we only reflect, that our position when  at this altitude, 
could enable us  to  behold  objects at a  distance of above  one 
hundred  and  fifty miles on every side of us; bad  these objects 
been sufficiently great or  sufficiently  striking to  fix  the  atten-
tion, some idea may be bad, of tile vast extent of our  prospect 
at tllis  particular  moment ,of  our voyage,  We shall  then,be 
seen occupying the centre of a circle, whose diameter exte~dmg 
to above  three  hundred miles  in length, afforded  us a hOrIZon, 
tbe  circumference  of which,  extending  an  eql\al, number  of 
leagues, comprised within  its  circuit,  an  ext~nt of visible  sur-
face, little short of eighty thousand square  miles. 38 
which they were beheld-and the  stdking contrast they 
afforded  to  that situation and those scenes,  to which we 
had so long and so lately been confined,  are effects and 
circumstances which  no  description is capable  of repre-
senting in the light in which they ought  to be  placed, in' 
order to be duly appreciated.  Better by far to  leave itto 
a fertile imagination to filIin thc faint outlines of  a rouo'" 
~ 
and unfinished sketch,  thnn by  a lame  and  imperfect co-
louring,  run the  risk  of marring a prospect,  which,  for 
grandeur and magnificence has certainly no parallel iu all 
the vast and inexhaustible treasures of nature. 
T~is splendid  spectacle,  howe~er,  We  were  Dot  long 
desbned to  enjoy;  a  rapid descent,  which  shortly after 
4.lDsued,  for  a while conceale« it fl'omour view, and once 
more consigning us to the sbades oinight, wiJich still con" 
tinued  to  reign unbroken-,throughout the lower regiolFof 
the air. 
Again we'rose' within  the reach of this delightful pros-
peot; ana  ~gain did we lose sight of  it,  all!id the vapopr~ 
apd obscurIty that accompanie4  our descent j  nor was  it 
till we Imd three times madethe Sun rise, and twic~ beheld 
it' s~t,that \ve  ,could  fairly consider it established  above 
the horizon,  and daylight qomplete upon the,lllane  o~  the 
earth beneath us,  "  ., 
Frob:. this time fOl'wul'daI!  our  observation was pl'inci-
pal~y directed to the nature of thec~untry, 'llld  its adap-
tatIOn to the descent whioh we ltad  l\~w'resolved to elTee!, 
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the first fitting opportunity.  '1'0 this step, the uncertainty 
in which we  necessarily were"  with  respect to  the exact 
position  we  occupied,  olving  to  our ignorance  of the 
distance we ,haa' comei  especially ,determined us,  For 'a 
long time past,  the appearance 'or, the  conufry,  so  unlike 
any with which we wel'e acqdainted, had  led  us to  enter. 
tain  serious 'doubts  as  to  whether' 'We  had not already' 
passed the limits of tbat'part of  ,Europe where we might 
expeot to find the aCbommodation and convenienoies which 
our own  comfort, ,and  the safety of the balloon, impera-
tively demimded.  'rhis opinJon,  the largetl'aots'  of snow 
over wliiohwe had passed,  during the latter part of the 
night" bearing' a strong resemblance to alI we ,had hi thertd 
pictured to ourselves  of the houndless'plains of ,Poland; 
or, the barren and inhospitable Steppes of  Russia, conside" 
rably tended  td  confirm jand as the region we,were im-
mediately ,approaching" seemed to offer ad  vantnges which, 
un'der these, Ciroumstanoes, ,we could  not always hope to 
command,  we resblved  not ,to  lose the occasion it so  op-
portunelyappeared to' have afforded'us.  As soon as  we 
had  conie  to  this  determination,  all  preparations  were 
speedily commenced for the  descent;' the guide-rope was 
hauled in, (an operatiim of  much ,labour,  owing to the bad 
oonstruction  and imperfeot action  of the  windlas~ j)  the 
grapnel nnd cable lowered,and every thing got l'eady that 
we might'be able to avail ourselves of the first and fittest' 
opportunity, that might, occur;  To'tbis intent,' likewise, ,;\ 
I'  It 
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we quitted our exalted station, and sought a more humble 
and  appr?priate level, along which we continued to range 
for  some time;  and to  a  considerable  distance;  the  yet 
early hour  of the  day  deterring  us  from completing. the 
descent, in the fear of not obtaining that }'eady assistance 
from the inhabitayts which it is always the main object of 
the .iEronaut,  if possible, to secure.  As the mists of the 
night began to clear away from  the snrface of the soil, we 
were  delighted  to  perceive  a  country  intersected  with 
road, dotted with villages, and enlivened with all the signs 
of an abundant and industrious  population.  One  or two 
towns,  likewise,  of snperior pretensions,  were distinotly 
to he seen;  giving promise of accommodation  and  advan-
tages,  which in  onr present emergenoies,  and under our 
present convictions,  were  not to be' neglected.  Accord-
ingly,  having  pitched  upon the  spot most proper for the 
purpose,  the  valve was opened,  and we  commenced our 
descent.  The place so selected  was a small grassy vale, 
of about  a  quarter of a mile  in breadth,  embosomed in 
hills, whose sides and summits were completely enveloped 
with  trees.  Beyond  this,  on  the  opposite  side,  lay 
another  valley  of the  same  description;  the  only  one 
visible for many miles,  where we conld cOllveniently effect 
our landing; an endless succession of forest scenery com-, 
pleting the landscape in the direction  in  which we should. 
have .to proceed.  Into the former of these we now preci" 
pitated our desoent,' with the  design of alighting,  if pos-, 
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sible, in the centre, clear of the woods that enclosed it on 
all  sides.  In these  hopes,  we  were,  however,  disap-
pointed;  the wind  suddenly increasing as we approached 
the ground,  so  much  accelerated the onward progress of 
the balloon,  that  before the  grapnel  could take effectual 
hold of the soil,  we had passed the middle of the  valley, 
and sweeping rapidly over the ground,  were borne close 
against the wooded declivity that flanked its  eastern ter-
mination.  To discharge  a sufficiency  of ballast to raise 
the balloon, aud carry her clear of the impending danger, 
was the natural remedy.  An unexpected obstaoleto tllis 
operation  here  again  presented  itself:  the  saud  which 
forms  the  ballast,  frozen  during the  night  into  a solid 
block of stone, .  refused  to  quit the bag in the proportion 
required;  and  no  time remained to search for  one  more 
suited to the oocasion.  Not a  moment,was,  in fact, to 
be lost;  the  valley was  passed,  and  the branohes of tIle 
trees that clotted the  opposing  preoipice,  were  already, 
within a few feet of the balloon; the grapnel continued to 
drag, .and  no  chance  appeared of arresting her progress 
onward.  In this  emergency  one  alternative  alone  re-
mained, and the sack itself,  with  all .its  contents, to  the 
amount of fifty-six pounds  in weight,  were  at onoe con, 
signed to the earth.  In a moment, the balloon, lightened 
of so  large a portion of her burden, had sprung up ahove 
one thousand feet, and olearing the mountain at a bonnd, 
was soon in rapid progress to the realms above.  To coun-I 
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teract the consequence of this ,sudden accession of power, 
and a"oidbeing carried beyond  tbe  reach of tbe second 
valley, which we have already.described as the only other 
available sIlot fol"'ourdescent, the valve was again opened, 
, and issu'"  given to a lal'ge quantity of gas;  snflicient,  as' 
was calculated, to  check the course of the balloon in time 
to enable  us  to  attain  the  point  to which  all  our  views 
were IlOw direoted.',  A  second  tilne,'  howeverjwere' we 
doomed  to  be  disappointed.  No  sooner  had  we  com-
pleted this manoouvre, than by  another oaprice of nature, 
the' wind  suddenly abating,  we  found  ourselves a{ once 
b'eCrllmed,  and  rapidly  descending  into the bosom  of the 
\"hods tlidt' 'capped the  summit,  and clothed the sides  of 
the'intervening eminences.  From 'this dilemmaw~ were 
only relieved by the timely discharge of a further portion 
of our weight;  not, however,  before  the accelerated He-
scent of the balloon bad brought ns within a cable's length 
oHhe gl'ound,*  and' ~Imost  in contacfwith the upper sur-' 
fuce of the wood.  Here,  for' a  few  moments,  w~ oonti-
nued 't6 bover;  the grapnel strugg1ihg' tdththe top-most 
brauches of the tres,  and, gl'uSpinll'  and relinquishing'its' 
Mid acoording to  the varying ,impulse of 'tlie  slight wind 
that  prevailed at our elevation.  While in iliihituation, we 
perceived, standibg in the path of  '  the \vood, two females, 
• The length of the cable to  wllich 'the grapnel 'is attached, is 
abou\.ono hUn'dred and l\\'onty  feet.  ' ' 
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the first inhabitants we  had noticed,  lost in astonishment, 
and absolutely petrified with gazing upoil so astounding an' 
apparition.  It  was in vain we addressed them with;a speak-
ing-trunipeti  in  the hopes of procuring the assistaace of 
s?me of the' male population, which  wo conjectured could 
not be far  off;  the  sound of our voices,  p~oceeding from 
such  au  altitude,  and  invested  ,vith  such  an  unearthly 
character,  only  augmented their astonishment, and added' 
to their foal's; 'they fled  incontinently and without waiting 
farther  parley,  sought  the  shelter  of the  neighbouring 
cov~rts. 
After  continuing'  for  a  few  minutes  longer in  these 
straits,  we  at  lens,th  reaohed  the confines of the wood; 
wHen,  resolving, uotto be again barned in our designs by 
the  b:eacherous  inconstmlcy  of the wind,  the valve was 
opened  to  its fullest dimensions,  and  the  grapnel taking 
hold shortly after, we came to the ground with  considera-
ble, thoug'h by np means, disagreeable rapidity. " 
• Too much  praise cannot  be'given' to  I\1r.  Green,  for  his 
excellent conduct throughout the whole of this intricate pilotage. 
It  i, not  by reading  a mere  descl'iption  of the  difficulties  en-
countered, and  .the manner  by  which  they  we~'e 'counteracted, 
thut  a  correct  judgement  can  ,be  formed  upon  the  proper 
merits of such a cnse as this;  n further consiueration  is  neces-
sary;  the  knowledge  that thesil  difficulties' did  not  proceed 
from  the  same  source  as  the  remedies  bv  IV hich  they, were 
defeated.  In this light it is, that the conduct of  our' celebrated 
captaiu,  Ims  a right  to  be  criticised;  tho  impediments' were 44 
As soon as  tire descent was  completed,  and the power 
of tbe balloon  sufficiently  crippled  to  permit one  of tbe 
party to  quit the car;" the inhabitants, who  had hitherto 
stood  aloof,  regarding  our  manoouvres  from  behind the 
trees, began to flock in from all quarters;  eying,  at first, 
our  movements  with  considerable  suspicion,  and  not 
seldom  looking  up iu  the  directiou  from  which we  had 
just alighted, in the expectation,  no  doubt, of witnessing 
a repetition of this, to them, inexplicable phenomenon. 
A few'words in German,  however,  served to dissipate 
their fears,  and secure their services;  when,  as if eager 
by present assiduity to make amends for former backward-
ness, they absolutely  seemed to  contend with each otber 
in -their exertions to afford  us assistance, and execute our 
several bebests,  To  this  kindly feeling we endeavoured 
to contribute  by every  means  in our power.  Our stock 
of biscuits, wine, and brandy, quickly disappeared;  with 
a  relish which  the novelty  of  the  journey  they  had  so 
lately performed,  tended,  no doubt, considerably to aug-
ment.  The brandy, in particular,  so much stronger thau 
any they  had ever before essayed,  attracted their special 
. those  of  uncontrollable  nature-tile victory,  and  the  means 
'employed to secure it, were all his own. 
•  It was  half-p.st ,even  o'clock  when  this  ocourrence took 
place,  Rndour descent  could  be  fairly said  to  be  completed. 
Tile  duration  of our  voyage  may  therefore  be  calculated  at 
exactly eighteen hours. 
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admiration;  and  as  they,  eaoh  in  succession,  drank off 
their allowanoe,  seemed by the  exclamation of "Himm-
lisoher Schnapps,"* whicb acoompanied every draught, as 
well as by the upward  direotions of their eyes,  (0 denote 
tbe quarter from whicb they now  beoame fully  oouvinoed, 
a  beverage  so  delicious  oould  alone  have  prooeeded. 
From  them we  now also  learned  where  it was  tbat we 
really had alighted, and, for tbe first time,  beoame aware 
that we  were in  the  Graud Duoby of Nassau,' and about 
two leagues from the town ofWeilburg, the nearest where 
we  could. expeot  to meet with tbe accommodation which 
the ciroumstances of tbe oase rendered desirnble ..  ~  Tbi-
ther,  therefore,  we  determined  to  proceed,  and baving 
prooured a cart and horses for  the  transportation of tbe 
balIoon, we quittedtbis, to us, ever memorable spot, and 
attended by  an  amazing concourse  of persons  of every 
rank, age,  and sex,  set  out for Weilburg,  wbicb a rew 
hours enabled us to attain. 
• The literal interpretation of the above expression is-" Ce-
lestial dram." 
• The  exact  spot where  the event  took place was in  a  field 
adjacent to a mill, known  by the  name of Dillhausen, situated 
in the valley of Elbern, in the commune of Niederhausen, about 
two leagues from the  town  ofWeilburg;  already, byti curious 
coincidence,  noted  in  tile  annals  of  mrostation  as  the  place 
.  where the  celebrated  M.  Blancllard  effected  his  landing  after 
nn ascent which he made at Francfort in the year 1785. 46 
The fl)llle  of our adveuture had, however,  already pre-
ceded us.  0" our approach we found ourselves greeted 
withaccll)lllatioDs,  and  ,(l,  ready welcome  and  hqnour\\ble 
attentions awaited our arrival.  All the  reSOllrces  of, th,e 
town were immediately placed at our disposal;  the use of 
theiarchducal manege was  tendered for'the occupation of 
thebaUoon;  and  sentries,  more, indeed, as  a  guard  of 
40nollr than protection, stationed, at the  doors  and  ,ave-
'nues leading to the place of its reception. 
:aere  tben  we  resolved  to  remaill  nntil  our  future 
moveme"ts  should  be  detel'IIlined  by, the retnrn  of the 
,letterswe)ad dispatched to Paris immediately upon our 
descent.  i In the mean  time,  we took advantage  of this 
delay  to  open  and, inflate ,the  baUoon,  as  wlllI  for  the 
purpose  of. drying  and  examining it"  as  to  make  some 
return  for the obligations we were under,  by contributing 
to i gratify  the  curiosity  of our  hospitable  entertainers. 
It would  be scarcely credible were I  to relate the interest 
wherewith the inhabitants seemed to regard this, to them, 
n,ovel  exhibition;  the numbers  that poured in to witness 
it from  all  qnarters,  for many  a  league  around,  or the 
grateful acknowledgments with wldch  they never  ceased 
•  to overwhelm us  during. the. fortnight it  continued  open 
to pu)Jlic inspe.ction., 
Nothing in fact could surpass the coui'tesyandnttention 
that we experienced from  this simple-hearted a?d hospi-. 
table community, during' tho wholo period of our residence 
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at Weilbm·g'..  Everyone seemed to vie  with  each oth~r 
in conferring favour,. and  contributing to  our  entert~in­
ment,  Balls,  dinners, ,concerts,  and  other am,use,me"ts, 
in honour  of  01\1'  adventure"  were  given  without i,nter-
m.ission.  and.  the  congratl!Iations  of the  city  were  pre-
sented to  us  by  a  dep)ltation of the  principal citizens, 
headed by their ohief civil officer, in the form of a  docu-
,ment duly signed and sealed by the competent authorities. 
Among the festive  recreations to which  our  nnexpected 
arrival at 'Veilburg gave, rise, we  must not On;tit.  ~o men-
tion tlle ceremopy'of christening. the balloon, which  took 
place  the  dayp~evious to  our departl1re:  The. Baron  de 
Bi,~rll,G;J'and  Maltre.  des  Eaux. et  ForMs,  and  the 
qOIOlWI\  Baron. de. ,Preen,  being  the  godfatl\ers;  the 
Baroq~ss., de J3ibra. ard the· Baroness. de  Pungern, the 
godmothe!~, on the occasion.  The balloon  having  been 
inflated  to  the  .. greatest si,ze  the dimensions of the place 
wO,u,hl  admit.  eigh,t  young  ladies", ill  . con;tpany  witl' 
Mr. Green, ent6l'ed within  the gigantic sphere,  and  the 
name  of "'l'he Great .Balloon  of Nassau'"  having been 
bestowed  by one .of their number,  lI'CdlIe. 'fheresa, the 
lovely and amiable  daughter of the  Baron de Bibrn,  ao-
. companied  by a  copious  libation  of wine,  the ceremony, 
Was  concluded with a collation, consisting of the remains 
of 011l' stock of provisions, which had been unconsumed at 
the time of our descent. 
From sllch nn  univorsal display of llOspitalityalld kind-48 
ness it would be difficult to single out any to whom in par-
ticular our thanks are due:  among those, however, whose 
station and circumstances  entitle them to especial not~ce, 
were the  Baron  de  Bibra,  Grand  Maitre des  Eaux et 
Forl>ts;  the  Bamn de Dungern,  Grand Ecuyer  de  son 
'Altesse,  pensionne;  the  Colonel,  Baron de Preen, and 
their respective ladies;  M. Hutschsteiner, Premier Con-
seiller de Medecine;  1\1.  Giesse,  Premier Conseiller de 
Justice; M.  Freydemann,  Superior of  the  University, 
and  M. Barbieux, likewise attached to the  same estab-
lishment,  together  with  a  variety  of  others,  the  mere 
repetition of whose names wonld prove but a little recom-
pence  for  the  kindness  we  received  at  their  hands. 
Through  tile  Baron  de  Bibra,  likewise,  we  took  the 
opportnnity to present to  His Highness the Archduke of 
N assan the flags" which  accompanied the expedition,  as 
a slight token of the  hospitsble  reception we  had expe-
rienced in his  territories, with a request that they should 
•  Besides t1\e usual national insignia,  these flags presented  a 
series of allegorical  representations  descriptive  of the  rise  anrl 
progress  of mrostation,  Independent,  however,  of  any merit 
which they might possess from  their  execution or design,  there 
,.as one circumstance in  their history which rendered  them  in-
valuable  in  tIle  eyes  of the  mronaut:  they had already per-
formed two hundred and twenty-one voyages in the air; llaving 
been the  constant  companions  of Mr.  Green's  excursions  ever 
since his fifth ascent, wherein  he  had  tIle misfortune to lose Ilis 
balloon and  all it contained  in the sea off Beechy Head. 
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be preserved in commemoration of  the occurrence, among 
the  archives  of  the  Duoal  Palace  at Weilburg, where 
they now lie alongside of that which half a century before 
M. Blanchard deposited in like manner, to perpetuate the 
remembrance of a like event, 
Thus  ended  an  expedition  which,  wbether we regard 
the extent of country it passed over, the tinie wherein it 
was performed,  or the result of the  experiment for  the 
sake  of whioh  it was undertaken,  may fairly claim to be 
considered  among  the  most  interesting  arid  important 
whioh  have  hitherto  proceeded' from  the  same  source 
Starting from  London,  and  traversing  the  sea,  whic~ 
mere acoident alone prevented from  forming  a  lUore  im-
portant feature in our route, in the sbort space of eighteen 
hours, we perfol'med a .voyage wBjch,inoluding only, those 
deviations  we  have  since  been  enabled. to  asoertain, 
rather exceed ~ban falls sbort of un extent of five hundred 
British .miles. 
It  would be endless as ,well as useless, to enumerate all 
the  places  of  name,  or  notoriety,  whioh  a  subsequent 
examination  of the. map,  aided  by  the  reports  of  our 
appearance at different stations by the way,  shewed us  to 
have either passed  over or  approaohed .at  some period 01" 
other  during  tqis  extraordinary 'peregrination,  A  con-
siderable  portion  of  five  kingdoms,  Englaud,'  France, 
Belgium,  Prussian  Germany,  and  the  Al'chdu~hy o( 
Nassau; a  long  suocession  of oities,  inoluditlg',London, 
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Rochester,  Canterbury,  Dovor,  Calais,  Cassel,  Ypres, 
Courtray,  Lille,  Audenaerde,  Ath,  Brussels,  with  the 
renowned  fields  of  Waterloo  and  Genappe,  Namur, 
Liege,  Spa,  Malmedy,  Coblentz,  and  a  whole  host  of 
intermediary  villages  of  minor  note,  were  all  brought 
within the  compass  of onr  llOrizon,  which  our superior 
elevation"  and  various aberrations  enabled us  to  extend 
•  The  propriety  of economising  our  resources  during  the 
commencement of a voyage, the duration of which was a matter 
of uncertainty,  occasioned our mean altitude to be rather under 
tllan over the extreme of roronautical adventure.  In the morn-
ing, however,  as  these necessities  became  less  urgent, and  wc 
could  afford to  devote  something  to  mere amusement, wc  fre~ 
quently  rose  to  an  elevatioll  of  about  twelve  thousaud  feet, 
occasionally higher.  At  no  time,  however,  did we  experience 
the slightest effect  upon  OUr bodies, proceeding from  the  dimi-
nished  pressure of  the  atmosphere.  Nor,  from  what .my own 
observations,  and  still  more those of Mr. Green,  (whose expe-
rience in such matters, far outweighs that of  all the mronauticnl 
world together),  would lead me to  assert,  do  I believe that any 
such effects  as are  currently attributed to this diminished  pres-
sure  have  any  existence  at  all;  at  least,  at any elevation  to 
which any person has hitherto been enabled to arrive.  The im-
pressions  experienced  in  the' ascent  of high mountains, which 
have,  no doubt, led  to the  adoption  of such opinions,  and  in-
duced  ooronants  with  more  regard  to  fame  than  veracity,  to 
anticipate and  assert effects  they thought they would have  ex-
perienced had  they reached the elevation they'  fain  would  have 
the credit for,  owe thcir existence to anotllcr cause, and proceed 
from  the  inordinate  muscular  cxertion  and  its  consequences 
upon the circulating system, developcd  in the attempt. 
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far  beyond  what  might  be  expected from  a  mere  con-
sideration of the liue  connecting the' two extremities of 
our ronte. 
To all this there was but one drawbaok,  in  the time of 
year in which the experiment was conducted, and which, 
by  curtailing our  daylight,  devoted  to  the  obscurity  of 
night so large and interesting a portion of the expedition. 
Over this,  however,  we  had  n9  controul;  tbe  constant 
occupation  of  tbe  balloon  for  the  purposes  of  pnblio 
exhibition during the  summer months,  left no chance of 
its being proourable at a better season of the year,  espe-
oially  for  a  projeot suob  as  ours,  the determination  of 
which as to time and distanoe  was  a matter of complete 
uncertainty.  'rhe excursion  must  therefore  have  been 
undertaken as it was,  or altogether abandoned;  of these 
alternatives  :&fl'.  Hollond  unhesitatingly  preferred  the 
former. 
Ere, conoluding this hasty narrative, a  word  or  two is 
required concerning' the success of that experiment which 
I  nm  aware  tllat  great names  appear  in array against  such 
an opinion;  .nd likcwise  that  nothing  but the  having arrived 
at the same altitude,  Wit1lOut experiencing the same results, can 
authorise the flat  denial  of another's experience.  If, ]lOwever, 
at  an altitude  of three  miles.nd three  quarters  no symptom 
wllatever is to  be  felt  of those effects, which, at a quarter of  a 
mil.  further  evince  themselves  by  such  terrific  consequences, 
the  world  is  at least  at  liberty  to  exercise  its own judgment 
upon  the case. 52 
formed  tbe  main feature,  as  well  as  tbe  chief object of 
the expedition.  This success, I feel no hesitation in now 
declaring to be  complete;  and the discovery itself one, 
the entire result of which,  o~ the futnre progress of the 
art,  it  would  be  impossible  at  present  to  anticipate. 
With such  an  instrument as  this  there now  seems to be 
no  limit to  the  powers  of  rerostation;  no  bounds  to its 
sphere of action.  All the theoretical objections  which a 
hasty consideration  of the  means  might otherwise  have 
suggested, experiment has  now  proved  to  be erroneous; 
and perhaps the best answer that can  be  given to  those 
who  might be  inclined  to  question  the  practicability  of 
its  employment,  or  cavil at its  effects,  is,  that by suoh 
means  al~ne  have  we  been  enabled,  without  let  or 
hindrance,  danger  or, diffioulty,  to  traverse  so  large  a 
portio"  of  the  European  continent;  descending  at  a 
distance of above  five  hundred  miles  from  the place of 
our  departure,  with power  enough to have enabled us, 
had we been so intentioned, to have continued, our course 
throughout the whole oircumference of the globe. 
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